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Abstract We summarise the scientific and technological aspects of the Search for Anomalous Gravitation using Atomic Sensors (SAGAS) project, submitted to ESA in June 2007 in response to the Cosmic Vision 2015–2025 call for proposals. The proposed mission aims at flying highly sensitive atomic sensors (optical clock, cold atom accelerometer, optical link) on a Solar System escape trajectory in the 2020 to 2030 time-frame. SAGAS has numerous science objectives in fundamental physics and Solar System science, for example numerous tests of general relativity and the exploration of the Kuiper belt. The combination of highly sensitive atomic sensors and of the laser link well adapted for large distances will allow measurements with unprecedented accuracy and on scales never reached before. We present the proposed mission in some detail, with particular emphasis on the science goals and associated measurements and technologies. Keywords Fundamental physics · Trans Neptunian objects · Optical link · Atomic clock · Atomic accelerometer
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Abbreviations S/C PPN PSD CMB DSN USO TRL



SNR SLR LLR CCD FoV RTG ECDL



spacecraft parameterized post Newtonian power spectral density cosmic microwave background deep space network ultra stable oscillator technology readiness level (http://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/object/index. cfm?fobjectid=37710) signal to noise ratio satellite laser ranging lunar laser ranging charge coupled device field of view radioisotope thermoelectric generator extended cavity diode laser
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distributed feedback master oscillator power amplifier propulsion module high gain antenna launch and early orbit phase attitude and orbit control system general purpose heat source advanced Stirling radioisotope generator



1 Introduction The SAGAS mission will study all aspects of large scale gravitational phenomena in the Solar System using quantum technology, with science objectives in fundamental physics and Solar System exploration. The large spectrum of science objectives makes SAGAS a unique combination of exploration and science, with a strong basis in both programs. The involved large distances (up to 53 AU) and corresponding large variations of gravitational potential combined with the high sensitivity of SAGAS instruments serve both purposes equally well. For this reason, SAGAS brings together traditionally distant scientific communities ranging from atomic physics through experimental gravitation to planetology and Solar System science. The payload will include an optical atomic clock optimised for long term performance, an absolute accelerometer based on atom interferometry and a laser link for ranging, frequency comparison and communication. The complementary instruments will allow highly sensitive measurements of all aspects of gravitation via the different effects of gravity on clocks, light, and the free fall of test bodies, thus effectively providing a detailed gravitational map of the outer Solar System whilst testing all aspects of gravitation theory to unprecedented levels. The SAGAS accelerometer is based on cold Cs atom technology derived to a large extent from the PHARAO space clock built for the Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES) mission [1]. The PHARAO engineering model has recently been tested with success, demonstrating the expected performance and robustness of the technology. The accelerometer will only require parts of PHARAO (cooling and trapping region) thereby significantly reducing mass and power requirements. The expected sensitivity of the accelerometer is 1.3 × 10−9 m/s2 Hz−1/2 with an absolute accuracy (bias determination) of 5 × 10−12 m/s2 . The SAGAS clock will be an optical clock based on trapped and laser cooled single ion technology as pioneered in numerous laboratories around the world. In the present proposal it will be based on a Sr+ ion with a clock√ wavelength of 674 nm. The expected stability of the SAGAS clock is 1 × 10−14 / τ (with τ the integration time), with an accuracy in realising the unperturbed ion frequency of 1 × 10−17 . The best √ optical single ion ground clocks presently show stabilities below 3 × 10−15 / τ , slightly better than the one assumed for the SAGAS
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clock, and only slightly worse accuracies (2 × 10−17 ). So the technology challenges facing SAGAS are not so much the required performance, but the development of reliable and space qualified systems, with reduced mass and power consumption. The optical link is using a high power (1 W) laser locked to the narrow and stable frequency provided by the optical clock, with coherent heterodyne detection on the ground and on board the spacecraft (S/C). It serves the multiple purposes of comparing the SAGAS clock to ground clocks, providing highly sensitive Doppler measurements for navigation and science, and allowing data transmission together with timing and coarse ranging. It is based on a 40 cm space telescope and 1.5 m ground telescopes (similar to lunar laser ranging stations). The main challenges of the link will be the required pointing accuracy (0.3”) and the availability of space qualified, robust 1 W laser sources at 674 nm. Quite generally, laser availability and reliability will be the key to achieving the required technological performances, for the clock as well as the optical link (see “Section 6.2”). For this reason a number of different options have been considered for the clock/link laser wavelength, with several other ions that could be equally good candidates (e.g. Yb+ at 435 nm and Ca+ at 729 nm). Given present laser technology, Sr+ was preferred, but this choice could be revised depending on laser developments over the next years. We also acknowledge the possibility that femtosecond laser combs might be developed for space applications in the near future, which would open up the option of using either ion with existing space qualified 1,064 nm Nd:YAG lasers for the link. More generally, SAGAS technology takes advantage of the important heritage from cold atom technology used in PHARAO and laser link technology designed for Lasers Interferometric Space Antenna (LISA). It will provide an excellent opportunity to develop those technologies for general use, including development of the ground segment (Deep Space Network telescopes and optical clocks), that will allow such technologies to be used in many other mission configurations for precise timing, navigation and broadband data transfer throughout the Solar System. In summary, SAGAS offers a unique opportunity for a high profile deep space mission with a large spectrum of science objectives in Solar System exploration and fundamental physics, and the potential for a major breakthrough in our present conception of physics, the Solar System and the universe as a whole.



2 Science objectives SAGAS will carry out a large number of tests of fundamental physics, and gravitation in particular, at scales only attainable in a deep space experiment. The unique combination of onboard instruments will allow two to five orders of magnitude improvement on many tests of special and general relativity, as well as a detailed exploration of a possible anomalous scale dependence
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of gravitation. It will also provide detailed information on the Kuiper belt mass distribution and determine the mass of Kuiper belt objects and possibly discover new ones. During the transits, the mass and mass distribution of the Jupiter system will be measured with unprecedented accuracy. The science objectives are summarised in Table 1 below. They are investigated in more detail in the following subsections based on estimated measurement uncertainties of the different observables. 2.1 Measurements and observables SAGAS will provide three fundamental measurements: the accelerometer readout and the two frequency differences (measured on ground and on board the satellite) between the incoming laser signal and the local optical clock. Auxiliary measurements are the timing of emitted/received signals on board and on the ground, which are used for ranging and time tagging of data. The high precision science observables will be deduced from the fundamental measurements by combining the measurements to obtain information on either the frequency difference between the clocks or the Doppler shift of the transmitted signals. The latter gives access to the relative satellite-ground velocity, from which the gravitational trajectory of the satellite can be deduced by correcting non-gravitational accelerations (aNG ) using the accelerometer readings. Then the three science observables are Relative frequency : Doppler shift : Non-gravitational acceleration :



y ≡ ∂t τ S − ∂t τG Dν ≡ (νr − νe ) ν0 aNG



(1)



where τ i is proper time at the position of the space and ground clock respectively, t is coordinate time, ν i is the received, emitted, and nominal proper frequency of a photon, and Dν is corrected for non-gravitational satellite motion. In the following, we assume that Earth station motion and its local gravitational potential can be known and corrected to uncertainty levels below 10−17 in relative frequency ( 
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